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Orione.crs4.it at a glance
Application of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) in microbiology is
becoming a common practice with a profound impact on research, diagnostic
and clinical microbiology (Loman et al., 2012).There exists serious technical
challenges in the analysis of large scale NGS data sets that require adequate
availability of resources (Chan et al., 2012). Furthermore, there is an
increasing need to analyse and present data in a fashion that is transparent
and reproducible and to provide analysis frameworks that are usable and
cost-effective for biomedical researchers.

A gateway to a large scale NGS facility
Orione is part of an ongoing project to develop a scalable infrastructure for
reproducible and traceable data-intensive biology which integrates Galaxy
with state-of-the-art technologies such as Hadoop (Pireddu et al., 2011; Leo et
al., 2012); OMERO (Allan et al., 2012) and iRODS (Rajasekar et al., 2010).
This infrastructure is fully integrated with a high throughput NGS facility that is
the largest in Italy and it is already used in production at CRS4 for the
automated processing of sequencing data (Pireddu et al., 2013) and for
quality control in gene therapy applications (Biffi et al., 2013).

To address these challenges, we developed Orione, an online framework
for downstream analysis of NGS microbiology data. Orione is based on
Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010), an open platform for data-intensive
computational analysis and data integration utilized in many diverse
biomedical research environments.
Orione is the first available platform that supports the whole life cycle of
microbiology research data from production and annotation to publication and
reuse. Orione is available online at http://orione.crs4.it
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Overall schema of the Orione functionalities: boxes represent collections of tools performing specific tasks.

Orione functionalities
Orione consists of ‘best-of-breed’ NGS downstream analysis tools covering end-toend microbiology data analysis.
To provide the Orione users with some ready to go applications we created a set of
workflows covering bacterial resequencing, denovo assembly, draft annotation and
metagenomics

Conclusions
We developed Orione, a Galaxy-based framework to build complex reproducible
workflows for NGS microbiology data analysis. Orione is currently applied to a
variety of microbiological projects, including bacteria resequencing, de novo
assembling of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms and microbiome
investigations. Orione is also routinely used to analyse sequencing bacteria data
at IZSAM (Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale dell’Abruzzo e del Molise), one of
the Italian reference laboratories for foodborne pathogens.
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